IN experiments on the action of bile salts on viruses, Smith (1939) found that crude filtrates of Rous I sarcoma were inactivated by a 5 per cent solution of sodium desoxycholate. Burnet and Lush (1940) were able on the basis of their investigations on the action of sodium desoxycholate and sodium laurylsulphate on a number of viruses, to arrange these in a series of graded susceptibility, which was the same for the two types of chemical. Andrewes and Horstmann (1949) in their study of the sensitivity of 25 viruses to diethyl ether, found that crude filtrates of Rous I sarcoma, active initially in a dilution of I : 1,000, were inactivated to an extent such that only the undiluted filtrates were infective. They drew attention not only to the close correlation between the sensitivity of viruses to ether and to bile salts and synthetic detergents, but also to the fact that a 'virus like Rous I sarcoma wihch is sensitive to these reagents is also extremely labile at ordinary temperatures. Recently, Guerritore (1957 Guerritore ( , 1958 has claimed that although Rous I sarcoma virus preparations are inactivated by both anionic and cationic detergents, that the inactivation produced by the latter is reversible by the addition of either heparin or ribonucleic acid (yeast RNA).
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The experiments described in this paper are concerned with the treatment of partially purified Rous I virus preparations with organic solvents, bile salts and synthetic detergents in an attempt to correlate decrease in infectivity with virus material liberated and detected by u.v. spectrophotometric analysis. This technique had previously been found useful in a stud of the effect of incubation on fowl tumour viruses (Drayton, 1960) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The method of preparing partially purified Rous I virus and GRCH 16 (Peacock and Peacock, 1953) particulates using fractional centrifugation and enzyme treatment, and the day-old chick titration method for titrating activity have been previously described (Carr and Harris, 1951 ; Bather, 1953 In every case theloss of infectivity was accompanied by shedding of niaterial which absorbs in the ultra-violet between 2700 A and 2800 A and is very likely protein (Fig. 1, 2 and 3 ). In no case was any intense absorption peak observed at 2600 A. Part of the u.v. absorption curve of the water soluble Rous virus fraction (?RNA+) ext-racted with phenol is included in Fig. 2 for comparison. It is inferred therefore that the presence of significant amounts of nucleic acid in the experimental supernatants is unlikely.
GRCH 16 particulate suspensions treated in precisely the same manner with a representative of each of the three types of reagent, did not yield material in the supematants with the same absorption character in the range examined (Fig. 1, 2 and 3 ).
DISCUSSION
Rous I virus is known to consist of protein, ribonucleic acid (RNA) and lipid, a large proportion of which is in the form of phospholipid (Claude, 1935 ; Bather, 1957 
